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Hey yo
Looking good in that skirt
Flirting is the effect, the way that this works
Bingo... how about we go
Down to the lake and eat a couple of pringles
Pick me ride away, hey I'm single
Pardon my bad memories... 
... Intentions were, my intentions were wider than the
summer
Reflection in the lake being seen by Stevie
Your golden lady and the... 
Hey yo, you're supposed to be the... 
But who would have thought this conversation would
have grew
Actually we're talking about... the true! 
I'm turning to a creep, I just won't sleep
That's because I'm used to that kind of cool
See, I'm the new shit in town
Let's match together and make me... 
How that sound?

Chorus:
Hey, shit, it sounds cool to me
It sounds cool to me
Oh it sounds cool to me
It sounds cool to me! 
It sounds cool to me! 
It sounds cool to me! 
God, that shit sounds cool to me! 
Shit sounds good to me! 

Hey yo
Looking good in that skirt
Flirting is the effect, the way that this works
Bingo... how about we go
Down to the lake and eat a couple of pringles
Pick me ride away, hey I'm single
Pardon my bad memories... 
... Intentions were, my intentions were wider than the
summer
Reflection in the lake being seen by Stevie
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Your golden lady and the... 
Hey yo, you're supposed to be the... 
But who would have thought this conversation would
have grew
Actually we're talking about... the true! 
I'm turning to a creep, I just won't sleep
That's because I'm used to that kind of cool
See, I'm the new shit in town
Let's match together and make me... 
How that sound?
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